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A MULTIPLE-ATTACK EFFECTIVENESS PREDICTION ALGORITHM

1. INTRODUCTION

When launching a multiple attack against an evader, there are several
questions that must be considered. Among these are: When is the best time to
launch? How many attackers should be deployed? What are the optimal attack
trajectories? To begin to answer these questions, a real-time computational
procedure is needed that predicts the effectiveness of multiple attackers
against a prescribed invader.

One measure of attack effectiveness is given by the radial distance
between evader and attacker at a specified termination time. Varying degrees
of damage can be inflicted by simply placing the attacker in proximity to the
evader at that time. Accordingly, range from attacker to evader is perhaps
the single most important parameter affecting performance in any particular
situation. Under realistic operating conditions, discrepancies between the
actual and estimated values o 'f range will invariably occur because of attacker
delivery errors, as well as errors inherent in localizing the evader. To
reliably predict attack performance, these errors must be accurately modeled.

Such a model is developed analytically in this report. The model allows
the probability of evader disablement to be computed as a function of attacker
characteristics, evader characteristics, and associated error statistics. The
factors that significantly contribute to overall attack effectiveness are
quantified. Typical inputs includi (1) evader localization error statistics

* and the associated position and velocity estimates, (2) evader evasion
characteristics, (3) attacker trajectory error statistics, (4) attacker
destruction characteristics, (5) mean evader position after alertment, and (6)
an offset between the mean evader position and attacker termination point.
The model is subsequently transformed into a compact computational algorithm
suitable for making online attack performance predictions.

In section 2, the problem is formulated and equations for the probability
of evader disablement are developed. Section 3 provides simplifying
approximations to the probability distributions, and section 4 presents a
closed-form expression for the probability of evader disablement. In section
5, the results are modified to inclu~de multiple attacks launched against a
single evader.
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2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider the geometric description of an attacker and evader encounter
depicted in figure 1. Initially, the attacker is launched on a trajectory
specified by the vector XW = (Xw Yw), where the prime symbol denotes
matrix transposition. However, because of inherent errors in the delivery
system, the attacker will not necessarily impact at its intended termination
point. To accommodate possible discrepancies between these twopoints, the
actual attacker position at time of termination is denoted by Xw - (Xw , Yw).
For computational convenience, all errors associated with attacker positioning
are tacitly assumed to be Gaussian-distributed with the following statistics:

E(Xw] - Xw , (La)

E((xw - iw)(Xw - _w),] - Pw, (lb)

where E[.] is the statistical expectation operator.

- ACTUAL EVADER POSITION EVADER UNCERTAINTY REGION
AT TERMINATION C "SM

t Rd _ACTUAL ATTACKER POSITION
AT TERMINATION

\ / ATTACKER UNCERTAINTY REGION

SATTACKER INCAPACITATION
ENVELOPE (RADIUS - Rd)

X

*CON@*= EVAM LOCAUZATON ERM
AND EVASON CHARACTImtC=

Figure 1. Geometric Description of Attacker/Evader Encounter

In a similar manner, the actual and estimated values of evader position
at time of termination are defined by j - (Xt, Yt) and Xt = (Xt, yt).
respectively. To determine the statistical characteristics of Xt, observe that
(see figure 2)

9t = to + Xta , (2)

where Xto represents evader position at alertment of an attack. Estimates
of the vector Xto are typically obtained from localization and motion

3
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Figure 2. Vector Diagram of Relative Evader Position at Termination
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analysis algorithms, which may also provide statistical descriptions of the
associated estimation errors. Since these errors are modeled as Gaussian
random variables (reference 1), Xto will also be Gaussian-distributed, with -

mean and covariance given by

E[Xto] = to (3a)

E[(Xto - to)(Xto - Nto)'] = Pto (3b)

The vector Xta defines the evader position at time of termination
relative to its position at time of alertment. Unfortunately, errors
associated with estimating 9ta have a complicated non-Gaussian probability
distribution that functionally depends on the evasion characteristics. To
devise tractable approximations for this distribution requires a suitable
geometric model of the evader escape region. The simplest model is a circle
centered at Xto whose radius increases with time in proportion to the
maximum evader speed. Although such models are frequently used in practical
applications, they are somewhat unrealistic because they implicitly assume
that the evader has a zero turning radius. Recently, more realistic
techniques of modeling evader evasion characteristics have been developed
(reference 2). The resulting escape regions, shown in figure 3, accurately
reflect constraints on the evader dynamics by utilizing a non-zero turning
radius in conjunction with a finite maximum speed. At any prescribed time
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Figure 3. Growth of Evader Escape Region with Time

after alertment, the evader must reside within a region whose boundary
consists of an involute (dotted curve in figure 3) and arcs of the two
minimum-turning-radius circles.

As an example, the darkest shaded area in figure 3 depicts the evader
escape region at I minute after alertment. In this illustration, the origin
of coordinates is defined by the vector Xto (the assumed evader position at
alertent).

Because the actual escape region is difficult to describe analytically,
it will be approximated by a circumscribing circle as shown in figure 4.
Although this approximation introduces errors into subsequent probability
computations, these errors decrease with time because the actual and
approximate escape regions eventually coincide (reference 2). For convenience
of notation, Re is used to denote the radius of the circumscribing circle,
and Ata defines the location of its center relative to Xto.

While it is known that an alerted evader must necessarily reside within a
prescribed escape region, more specific data to further refine the
localization process are usually unavailable. Evasive maneuvers are almost
certain to occur because of the crisis nature of the situation (i.e., the
evader knows it is under attack). However, the absence of additional
information precludes classifying, in general, one type of maneuver as more
likely than another. In light of this fact, it is not unreasonable to assume
that the errors associated with estimating gta are uniformly distributed
over the prescribed escape region. Under such an assumption, it can be shown
that

5
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Figure 4. Circular Approximation of Evader Escape Region

E(Xtal - ta (4a

E[(gta - ita)(Nta - ita)'] = (Re/2)2 I , (4b)

where I is the two-dimensional identity matrix, and the pertinent statistical
computations are performed using a circular approximation as depicted in
figure 4.

To determine the probability of evader disablement resulting from an
attack, it is necessary to mathematically combine the statistical information
embodied in equations (1) through (4) with known attacker damage character-
istics. This task may be accomplished via application of the law of total
probability (reference 3), which leads to the expression

Prob[EI] = f Prob(EIIR]p(R)dR, (5)

where R = XI is the range from evader to attacker at time of termination,
and Q is the set of all possible values of R. Here, the conditional
probability function, Prob(EIIR], defines the probability of evader
disablement given that the relative range from attacker to evader is known at
time of termination. It is this term that incorporates attacker destruction
characteristics into the effectiveness prediction model. The remaining term
p(R) represents the probability density of R and is used to account for evader
localization errors and evasion characteristics, as well as attacker

6
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trajectory arrors. To see this, observe from figure 2 that the vector X can
be written as

N = 2to + Xta - X w (6)

Thus, both the magnitude and direction of X is affected by evader localization
errors via Xto, evasion characteristics via Xta, and trajectory errors via Xw.

To compute the probability of disablement online and in real time, it is
first necessary to explicitly represent p(R) and Prob(EIIR] as integrable
functions of R. Unfortunately, it is virtually impossible to develop exact
mathematical representations of these two functions that are amenable to
closed-form integration. Nevertheless, suitable approximations can be
employed, allowing equation (5) to be evaluated without recourse to numerical
integration. The desired approximations for p(R) and Prob(EIIRI are
computed in the next section.
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3. APPROXIMATION OF THE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION

To mathematically describe the probability density, p(R), it is
convenient to utilize the concept of characteristic functions (reference 3).
For the problem under consideration, observe from equation (6) that the vector
X is a linear function Xto, Kta, and Xw . Since the errors associated
with estimating these latter three vectors are uncorrelated, it follows
(reference 3) that the characteristic function of p(X) satifies the relation

OX(O) - 'to(T)Ata(9_)0w(-%) - (7)

where Oto(j), Ota(w_), and Ow(w) are characteristic functions of the probability
densities P(Xto), P(Xta), and p(Xw), respectively. In view of the assumption
that Xto and Xw are Gaussian-distributed, the functions $to(w) and $w(w)
take the form (reference 3)

*to(w) = exp[jE'ito - (1/2)w'Ptoal , (8)

Ow(w) = exp(j!a'Xw - (i/2)w'Pw-] (9)

As discussed previously, the vector Xta is presumed to be uniformly
distributed over the evader region; thus

1ta Re2  [ta - 'tal i Re

( t .e (10)
0 Ita - X taI > Re

Although this expression may be utilized without alteration, it will
facilitate subsequent computations to approximate P(Xta) via the formula

P(r tae Pn - [-(n+l) 2 'n-l Ik(L .R Jka- L i" (11)
e

Here, n determines the order of the approximating series, and

I9ta - 'tal= R "(12)
e

The finite-sum Gaussian distributions described in equation (11) are often
used to evaluate complicated probability integrals in terms of elementary
functions.

The characteristic function for pn(Xta) is given by

ta( w;n) L (1 ) [2Pew2 exp(jw'Xta - pe w], (13)

where

9



x y (14)

R2
e

Pe 2(n+l) (15)

and 4P) [*] are Laguerre polynomials (reference 4) defined by

L M I m-p . (_E)k m,p . 0,1,29... (16)

Here, n appears as an argument in the characteristic function of Pn(Xta)
to denote the order of the approximating series.

Since equations (7), (8), (9), and (13) completely specify the
characteristic function of p(X), this probability density may be determined
analytically as follows:

p(X) = .J'.. 4 2(c) ep[-j&'Xdw (17)
(21) 2  ... . •

To obtain the distribution of range errors, a transformation to polar
coordinates is made, such that

p(R,G) -p(X)IIJII R fRD

(202 p_ " W exp[-jaR cos (0 - 4')]d , (18)- ~(2w)2

where

I - tan- l (wy/a) . (19)

The desired probability density p(R) follows by integrating p(R,e) over
the interval 0 < e < 2r; that is,

p(R) = 0 f 2p(R,O)dO

= R)2  _ (o exp[-jaR_ cos (0- P)] d_

(2w-).~ w)ep-w

i__ _I - x()R Jo(!ER)dw (20)

where J0(R) is a zeroth order Bessel function (reference 5).

To mathematically describe the function Prob[ElIR] requires explicit
knowledge of the attacker destruction characteristics. For this study,
attackers with circular interdiction zones are used.

The center of the zone coincides with attacker position at time of
termination. For computational convenience, Rd will be used to define the
radius of the destruction envelope.

10
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Although specific numerical data are available, an exact mathematical

description of P[EIjR] does not exist. However, from practical considerations,
it is apparent that this function will decrease monotonically as R increases
and also must satisfy the inequality

0 ( P(EIIR] ( 1 (21) i

for 0 < R -. These characteristics suggest that finite-sum Gaussian
distributions again be used as a basis for approximating P(EIIRI, i.e.,

PrEIiRj - P[EIIR,ml (22)

where

M-1 k

P(EIIR,ml = exp(-mE2 I 1 n- k (23)
k=0

As before, m determines the order of the approximati.,g series, and

- R/R d . (24)

Graphs of equation (23) for m = 1,2,3,..., 10 and m = are plotted in
figure 5. As expected, these functions all decrease monotonically as R

increases. Note also that the limiting conditional probability may be
expressed in the form

P[EI'R,1] - 0 < R < Rd (25)
[0 R ) Rd

Because of its simplicity, equation (25) is frequently used in practical
applications even though it is somewhat artificial. Indeed, such an
approximation implicitly assumed that attacks will have uniformly devastating
effects over the entire attacker destruction envelope. In light of this, it
is perhaps more realistic, and certainly more economical, to employ lower-
order approximations when possible. Accordingly, the parameter m will not be
specified here so as to enhance modeling flexibility and realism.

1.00

LIMITING CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY (m -0)

n-, 2

m03

0.50
II.

0.05-

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.50

NORMALIZED RANGE FROM ATTACKER TO EVADER (R/Rd)

Figure 5. Plots of the Function P[EIIR,m
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4. COMPUTATION OF THE EVADER DISABLEMENT PROBABILITY

The probability of evader disablement resulting from an attack may now be
determined analytically by utilizing approximations developed in section 3 in
conjunction with the law of total probability. More precisely, substituting
equations (20), (22), (23), and (24) into equation (5), and evaluating the
resultant integral over 0, leads to the expression

P[EI] = _JX QmGX(W(_)dw_ , (26)

where

d L(1) W 21 1 2

1= m- I 2Pdw exP(2PdcaI, (27)

Pd = Rd/2m , (28)

and L(l)[01 is the Laguerre polynomial defined previously. In deriving
equatTion (26), it might be noted that integration of the exact probability
distributions over 0 is mathematically equivalent to integrating the
approximate distributions over a semi-infinite interval 0 < R < e.

If equations (7), (8), (9), (13), and (27) are combined, the integrand in
equation (26) may be rewritten as

ld_ - Ll e [I d!1
(  - 2wn n-l Pe- J -I 2Pd -  expj&X -2PPw, (29)

where

[ i' +ta -~ i (30)

(1,2) P (2,2) Pto + Pw + (Pe + Pd) ' (31)

and I is a (2 x 2) identity matrix. Utilizing equation (16), in conjunction
with equations (26) and (29), then yields

PJEIJ +1)() k
n k-O iO e Pd

where

- _ _ P ]_k+l (2\kl (33)

k+i - 2v kI! !3 2

13



The remaining task is to determine k+l in terms of the pertinent
modeling parameters. This my be accomplished by employing equation (14) and
the binomial expansion theores to explicitly evaluate the integral appearing
in equation (33). After integrating and simplifying, equation (33) takes the
form

~~2 q

L eX 9 , (-) [-l -  1 (35)

q0q (2q-l)..

where X,,, are the eigenvalues of P, given by

Pxy + P 2 2 (1.1) + P 2(1,2) (36)

and

sin coo 1
L A

with

,,tml x X (37)

* ti[x -P(1.1) J (38)

Substituting equation (34) into equation (32), the probability of evader
disablement for one attacker is determined as a function of attacker
destruction characteristics, attacker trajectory coordinates and associated
error statistics, evader localization solution and error statistics, or evader
evasion characteristics.

14
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5. MULTIPLE ATTACK PREDICTION

The previous analysis determined the probability of evader disablement
for a single attack (equation (32)). In this section, the combined

probability of evader disablement is developed when more than one attacker is
launched at a single evader. To reduce the complexity of the algorithm, only
exponential destruction characteristics (m - 1) are employed, and the
termination times for all attackers are assumed to be identical as well as the
destruction radii. In addition, trajectory errors are assumed to be zero.
From equation (23), the conditional disablement probability distribution for
exponential destruct characteristics is given by

P(IIR,1] - exp[-t 2] , (39a)

C -IR d , (39b)

R Ito + Xta - -wl- (39c)

where R is the range from attacker to evader at termination.

To determine the probability of evader disablement for multiple attacks,
modifications to the problem formulation in the previous sections are
necessary. Originally, evader disablement probability was found by
integrating equation (5) with respect to R (range from evader to attacker at
termination). However, for multiple attackers, there is a termination range
for each attacker. To alleviate this problem, trajectory errors are assumed
to be zero. Then, equations (6), (7), and (17) reduce to

X a 9t= to + Xta - (40)

P( - 1 .* W'_J , X(* exp[jqXt]d, (41)

(4(22

For multiple attacks, there is a conditional probability distribution for
each attacker that takes the form

P[IIJRI - exlt2 (43a)

PZCII] a exp[-4] , (43b)

P[1R1aexp(-E 2 1(43c)

where Ei w Rilid and Rl, R2 , ..., RN are the ranges from the evader
to each attacker. If there is no overlap of the destruct regions, the total
probability for evader disablement is the sum of the disablement probabilities

15



from the individual attackers given in equation (32) and can be written as

PTCEI] - Pl(EI] + P2(EI] + --- + PN4EI] . (44)

When there is overlap of the regions, which realistically occurs due to
the exponential characteristics of the attackers, the individual conditional
probabilities must be combined. A formulation well suited to this situation
is given by

N 2
P(EIIR1 , R 2 9 ... 9 RN]I - 1 - 1l El - exp(-9i)(45

imI

Substituting equation (43) into (45) and expanding yields

N 2 N=l N-i 2 2
P[EIIR1, R 2, ... 9 RN) exp(- i I - I I exp[-(E . + E* .11]

i~~l ~ i=l j=l ' 1-

N-2 N-i N-i-j2 2 2
+ X X Z exp[(E~ + i. +g

i~l j= ka +j i+j+k

N-1 2 2 2
+ (-1) exp[-(g1 + E2 + ... + tN 1  (46)

Recalling that R W x and employing equations (6) and (24), each exponential

for the attack destruction distribution can be written in the form

r 2 + ~2 +g ** =v +1 1 IXt Xw +j

expL-(9. + i~j +epRz+R2 +(7

d Rd

where

Nt Nto + X-ta-

and X.,(*) is the position of attacker (o) at termination. Now equation

(46) can be written as

-x~~~ P[ ex~['t Xki1 + 1)12i 1

i V jV R2~lR
dd

N1 exi (I~t X (1)1 2 -~ _ X]) (48)

+ 2 R 2

d d

16



and the probability is given by

P[EI - j ~ ~ ca)Iw~dca ,(49)

f(M) I l-wr exp[-jS'Xt] P[EIJXt, X (1), ..., X (N)]dXt  (50)

(2w )2  -w • _- •

As can be seen from equation (48), the first summation weights the
destruction capabilities for each attacker individually in the exponential;
the double summation averages the destruction capabilities in combinations of
two in the exponential; and the triple summation averages the destruction
characteristics in combinations of three. This process continues until the
last term averages all the destruction characteristics inside the exponential.
Equation (48) can be written in the form

N i=lP[E, 1xt, X w(1), ..., X (N)] (-l) is, (51)
ial

where S1 represents the first summation which contains (N) exponential1 ~N1
functions, S2 represents the double summation and has (2) exponential

functions, etc. In general for N individual weapons, S% represents the

Ith summation which has (N) exponential functions where I = 1, 2, N.

Substituting equation (51) into (50) results in N integrals of the form

( M - M exp[_jXt S9,dXt (52)

(2r)2

where

N
I(-) X (-1)NI (R) (53)

The solution for 11(q) through ?N(W) is the same except for the number of
attackers contained in the exponential. The integral is solved for IN(W)
in the remainder of this section and then the solutions for '%(W) are
given. Substituting for SN in equation (52), TN(w) is written as

IN(q) . -_-_._I __I exp(-J'X t
X (21)2 -t_

exp+ + dX (54)

Rd  Rd

17u
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then equation (54) becomes

XiNy
R d d

2 2 1 (Xi
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d N Rd
t1(c_ ) - exp j%'x i - i_ F, (58)

i-i

Similarly, T2 (W) has N) exponential functions and is given by

R2  N-iN-i (,¢i) + (¢ .i]' (i). ¢+ t

2 2 2R2

Xl + x2~ + Y2 +Y+

22

R N1N'[ i) + x(i+j)] , + j

I _ex____ -I-d I 5

where

x2.) ( 260)

Following this procedure, the reaining solutions for ?j( _) can be
found and substituted into equation (53) to obtain t(u_). Substituting for
?(u) into equation (49), the probability of evader disablement is liven by

Nd

P[(EIJ N [ (-~ ~ [_Y *x( )ti( )dk- , (61)

iI1

which can be written as

N -I + i(  -  ] Y (62)

i-I.

where

Once again, the solution P1(11] through PN[KI] is the same except for
the nber of weapons contained in the exponential. A solution for PNEI]
is given, and then the rmining solution can be found. Substituting equations
(8). (13). (15), (16), (42), and (56) into equation (63), PNt Is can be
whitten n the f rs

1.9
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R2 n-1

PN [EI] d ~ (k1PPN[ NI 2 k k+l Pe

r-1
Nex (x 24L XX+ Y) ] 2 (64)

INR R i-i
. d d

where

&t.. __ ~) x~& - r_l (65)

2PXN~~ ~~ io PrX P I +  .(7

R PI+d 1(67)
XN to +a 2

The solution for On is similar to the solution for Qk+i
(equation (34)) and takes the form

1A[_j(2 j2 )]k2 iExW + N (68)
'kN M )M .0 e [M' e9k- E YN' WN

where e[e,.o is given by equation (35), )vXIand XyN are the eigenvalues
of PXN as in equation (36), and the = (kXN, CyN)' is given by

coo 0 % sin 4
N NA

sin % CN] % (69)

,a N LYA

tan -1 N0  (70)

Similarly, PI(uI] can be written in the form

2
R n-lp d  n k (71

kO
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1.-2 .12

N exp[- Xi y)] * k
OkI . Vi 2 () Ie~xi, "Xi] ekI[EYP, "yi] (72)

Rd (74)

i Pto + e' 2 1

= - ,(75)

sin 1  cos (b

1 - tan- 1 L _l ~PI(1  ' ,(76)

and O[o,*] is given by equation (35) and the eigenvalues, XXI and Xyl,

are given by equation (36). The equations for P2(EI) ... PNI(EI) can be

formulated in a similar manner and then substituted into equation (62) to obtain

the total probability of evader disablement for N attackers.

The previous section has shown that to determine the probability of

evader disablement for multiple attackers, the conditional evader disablement

probability breaks down to sums of exponentials as is shown in equation (48).

For N attackers, each summation averages the destruction characteristics for

each attacker individually and in combinations of 2, 3, 4, ..., N. The end

result is the total probability of evader disablement is determined by

integrating each exponential in all the sums over the entire uncertainty/

evasion region (Nto + Xta)- The attacker trajectory errors can now be

included by determining an average trajectory error in each summation. The

necessary modifications to the algorithm are presented for the Nth summation

in equation (51). Modification to the other summations follow in a similar

fashion. For the Nth summation, the average trajectory error can be written

as

I -X X ... +

&N N(-wl + X2 +  " + -wN) 
(77)

where Xwi are now Gaussian-distributed random variables. Since the

trajectory errors are assumed to be independent Gaussian random variables,

XwN is also Gaussian with the following statistics:

N
E[LI -XwN m  ~ X2 (78a)
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and the characteristic function for _wN becomes

N(t!_ exP[J'",N -2 ww I  .(79)

Now equations (40), (41), and (42) can be written in the form

EN EX ~XN(80)-X. Lt - X- (wo

p(_), 1 _ _ 4- (w) expI-j%,(x t - 'N]dq_ (81)
(2X)2 -XN - -

(W) to (WA ta(t)OwN (- -  (82)

and equation (54) is now given by

'=N(,) C _e_ exp[-jw(xt -wN)]-- (21r)2

gt_ W12 ILt- -w2~ 121t -Xwe* R 2 R 2 R "' 2 dIlt . (S3)
d Rd R J/ 8d 3)

With the addition of the XwN term in equation (83), and recognizing
that XN/N = &N, the solution for tN(S_) reduces to

2~W 2d1 N 2

() = exp - ( + exp[-! _ _R . (84)
R d

The next equations that are modified due to the addition of the
trajectory errors are equations (66) through (70), which become

LX +x -x(85)-ko + -ta - .wN

2

P XN to + p1+ 2  I + PwN (86)

exp[- 1(^2 + t2)J k

2 X e r, ] ek_(th,.U) (87)
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cos i5N  sin 4N"

sin N Cs 4 -XN(88)

L N

tan , (89)

and XXN, 'YN are the eigenvalues for PXN.

Following this procedure, the other equations can be modified and the
total evader disablement probability can be determined.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

This report has presented a real-time computational procedure for
predicting the effectiveness of an attacker against a single evader. A
functional relationship was developed that expresses the probability of evader
disablement in terms of attacker trajectory and associated error statistics,
attacker destruction characteristics, and evader localization error statistics
and evasion characteristics. Furthermore, the computational algorithm is
sufficiently compact to allow for continuous updating of attack performance
predictions as tactical conditions change.

Finite-sum Gaussian distributions were used to model the errors
associated with estimating evader position after alertment and the attacker
destruction characteristics. By selecting the appropriate index (n,m) for
each of these finite-sum series, uniform to Gaussian density functions can be
obtained to model the pertinent distributions. These two indices are left as
inputs to the effectiveness algorithm so as to enhance modeling flexibility
and realism.

Finally, the probability of evader disablement was extended to include
multiple attacks. To reduce the complexity of the algorithm, only exponential
destruction characteristics (m - 1) were modeled. In addition, it was assumed
that the termination time and destruction radii for all the attackers were the
same. The trajectory errors associated with each attacker was also averaged
into a single error. Total mission effectiveness was determined by employing
the "additive" probability law. An algorithm that predicts total disablement
probability for N attackers was subsequently presented.
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